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Iacobucci debuts trolley line and front cabin
seats

By Rick Lundstrom on April, 17 2014  |  Trolleys & Galleys

 

A lightweight trolley line called Sintesis and seats for first and business class were part of the
Iacobucci HF Aerospace stand in Hall 5 at last week’s Aircraft Interiors Expo.

The modular constructed seats boasting “first class quality” and Italian design details were shown for
the first time in Hamburg. The company has developed two seats: the Venezia for first class and the
Roma for business class.

The seats were trimmed and finished in a light-colored leather supplied by Foglizzo and a shell that
was designed to resemble Italian super cars. The seats are made with a combination of composite
and aluminum materials.

Iacobucci has been supplying VIP seats of similar design to private jet customers. The Venezia is
23.25 inches wide with the ability hold a 22-inch monitor, USB port and PCU/audio jack. Other features
include and in-arm table, cup holder, reading light and life vest compartment.
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The Roma business class seat also has an in-arm table a fixed central console for two cup holders,
reading lights and a privacy divider. It can also hold a USB port and PCU/audio jack with
entertainment supplied through a 10.6-inch monitor. For comfort, there is a two-way headrest that
can be vertically adjusted by a maximum of three inches and moveable side flex wings.

The Sintesis trolley weighs in at 14.9 kilograms in the full size and 10 kilograms for the half size
version, and is built to ATLAS standards. Among the features is the company’s non-electrical insert
and a double latch system designed for optimum performance in every galley system. Part of the line
includes a thermally insulated meal trolley, half-sized bar trolley, waste carts and duty free carts that
can be fully decorated.

 


